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Abstract: Social media usage has increased due to the rate at which technologies are emerging and it is less likely to
detect false news/information manually as it aims to capture the human mind. The spread of false news can cause havoc;
therefore, detection of false news becomes paramount where almost everyone has access to social media. Our proposed
system optimizes the false news detection process. The system combines advantages of two textual feature extraction
methods and two machine learning algorithms for text classification. Basic pre-processing methods were employed.
Feature extraction was carried out using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency with Word2Vector. K-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN) and Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithms are combined to give KNN Bayesian. The most available systems
made use of a single feature extraction method but in our system, two feature extraction methods are combined. The
evaluation metrics used were accuracy, precision, recall, f1score and KNN Bayesian performed better than KNN. To
further evaluate our model, the Area under the Curve-Receiver Operator Characteristics (AUC-ROC) revealed that
AUC of KNN Bayesian ROC curve is higher than that of KNN.
Index Terms: False News/Information Detection, K-Nearest Neighbours, Bayesian, Word2Vector, Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency.

1. Introduction
Social media has a great impact on our lives. It can either affect us negatively or positively by what we see. Social
media has given rise to a new way in which information is being conveyed since 2017. Therefore, information is
sourced for on social media rather than the traditional means which are television and newspaper. Due to this, false
news and rumors spread like fire rapidly affecting lives [1]. False news or Fake news can be defined as news that is
portrayed to be true but is not true. ‘False news detection’ can be defined as the task of categorizing news as truthful,
having the aim to deceive readers with an iota of truth [2].
In Nigeria, false news adverse effects can either be mild or severe causing confusion, tension, or even death. One
of such effects was the spread of the news in 2014 which stated how Ebola can be prevented, and this led to the death of
two people from excessive drinking and bathing with saltwater. A recent example was Chloroquine poisoning during
the Covid-19 pandemic which stated that President Donald Trump of the United States claimed hydroxychloroquine had
been approved to treat Covid-19. Therefore, false news detection has become a significant research area.
In 2015, a bill was first passed in Nigeria to dictate policy as regards social media however, this was not passed
into law as a result of public cry stating that it would violate international law protecting freedom of speech. Thus, the
real impact of the need to detect false news has emerged from the awareness that it is very likely to spread quickly and
cannot be easily identified by the readers [3].
Several feature extraction methods and algorithms have been proposed to detect false news. Term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) has been used by some researchers and has been successful to extract textual
features but, it sees two words having the same meaning as independent words and also, do not put in place the position
of words in a sentence. TF-IDF measures how important a word is to a corpus of the document depending on how
common such word is to the corpus. Word2vector (Word2Vec) sees the two words as the same and also, takes into
consideration the position of a word but was not successful totally when used independently, as it gave a lower accuracy
than when TF-IDF was used. In detecting false news, it is very important to know the context in which words are being
used therefore, there is a need to combine the advantage of word2vector with TF-IDF. Machine learning algorithm like
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the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm, does better with finding similarities between observations and this is an
important factor needed for false news detection. As the complexity of the decision boundaries grows, the accuracy of
KNN is reduced. This leads to acquiring more data thereby increasing accuracy. Real-time predictions cannot be made
using KNN but in Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm, real-time predictions can be made. However, as to improve
performance model, there is need to ensemble KNN algorithm with NB algorithm to build a K-Nearest Neighbor
Bayesian model.
This paper proposes a K-Nearest Neighbors Bayesian Approach to detect fake news from text. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows.




A model is developed which can be used to classify textual features as false or true.
The model is implemented using K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Naïve Bayes (NB) for the classification of
data features.
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) + Word2vector (Word2Vec) are used for feature
extraction to substitute the single feature extraction methods known. Feature extraction is the process of
changing textual data into numbers representations for the algorithm(s) to work on without losing information
in the given data set.

The proposed model is tested and performance is evaluated on test data. The model was evaluated based on the
percentage of correct classification of true and false news using Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Score. Accuracy is a
measure of the correct number of predictions to the total number of predictions in the data. So the higher the accuracy
of the false news detection, the better. The precision score is a measure of the truly predicted number of positive classes
that is, how many of the classes are actually positive. Recall score is the measure of all the truly predicted positive
classes by the model. F1 score combines the precision score and recall score and takes their harmonic mean. The
harmonic mean is the measure for ratios and rates. To further evaluate our model, the Area under the Curve-Receiver
Operator Characteristics (AUC-ROC) was employed. It indicates that the higher the AUC value of a classifier, the
better it is at distinguishing between positive and negative classes. The value of AUC closer to 1 in a model, tells that
such model has a good measure of separability. To reveal better performance, the proposed model is compared to a
model with single machine learning algorithm and performed better.

2. Background
Text mining is a process of extracting information that has meaning for exploring knowledge from data sources in
form of text [5]. Text mining is in form of semi-structured and unstructured text under natural language [6]. Text
mining is a field that cuts across many others fields like machine learning, data mining, information retrieval,
computational linguistics, and statistics [7] (this is shown in fig. 1). Data mining is similar to text mining except that
data mining tools only handle structured data from databases [8]. The unstructured text contains statistical and
meaningful information therefore, there is a need for some techniques to extract such information from the text [9]. Text
mining consists of such techniques, information Extraction, Text Classification, Natural Language Processing,
Information Retrieval [5], document clustering, text summarization, and so on, to extract knowledge (Fig. 2). Text
mining is being used for feature extraction, sentiment analysis, trend analysis, opinion mining in areas of fraud
detection, social media analytics, search engine, filter emails, product suggestion analysis, and customer relationship
management systems [10].
Machine learning for classifying text can be grouped into supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised learning
tasks. In supervised learning, training set samples are needed though, samples may be inadequate or insufficient as well
as available. Such a problem is referred to as semi-supervised text classification. Supervised and semi-supervised text
classification techniques rely on already classified data samples to learn classifiers. Unsupervised learning requires
unlabeled data and finds hidden structures in them [11].
False news differs from true news in writing style and quality, quantity such as word counts [12], and sentiments
[13]. Therefore, the detection of fake news relies heavily on news content. False news writers aim to keep readers glued
to a piece of news by getting such readers’ attention or to increase traffic on their profiles or blogs (Fig. 1). The features
extracted from news contents are lexical features, syntactic features [14], psycholinguistic features, and semantic
features [15].
i. Lexical features: this includes character and word-level features. The example includes some of the words,
characters per word, unique words, and their frequency [14].
ii. Syntactic features: this includes sentence-level features (the frequency of function words and phrases) such
as bag-of-words approaches, “n-grams” [16], and part-of-speech (POS) tagging.
iii. Psycholinguistic features: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon are used to extract the
proportions of words that are of type, psycholinguistic. LIWC is based on large lexicons of word categories
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that represent psycholinguistic processes (e.g., positive emotions, perceptual processes), part of speech
categories (e.g., articles, verbs) and summary categories (e.g., words per sentence) [15].
iv. Semantic features: these are elements of meaning. For example, damsel, maid, female are semantic features
of the word, ‘girl’. These features determine the lexical relationship between words.

Fig.1. Text Mining and other Related Fields [6]

Fig.2. Relationship between Text Mining Techniques and their Functionalities [10]

3. Methodology
Fig. 3 shows the proposed methodology for the detection of false news. The involved dataset samples consist of
unstructured labeled news having ‘0’as false and ‘1’ as true. Data were collected online from zenodo.org. Zenodo.org
has dataset samples from four news dataset merged together and this includes Kaggle, McIntire, Reuters and BuzzFeed
Political. We acquired correctly 72,047 labeled texts out of 72,134. The total dataset used for both training and testing
were 10,035 labeled texts out of the 72,047 because, the previous took approximately 12 hours to run and the latter may
take approximately 84 hours to run. From the 10,035 labeled texts, 5,054 are true news, 4,795 are false news and 186
gave null value in one of the cells in each row. The textual data are preprocessed using some preprocessing methods
such as null value removal, punctuation removal, lower case token conversion, stop word removal, part of speech
tagging, wordnet tagging and lemmatization (Fig. 4).
The preprocessed texts are put back into sentences and the features are extracted using Term Frequency- Inverse
Document Frequency + Word2Vector (TF-IDF+Word2Vec). TF-IDF sees two words having the same meaning as two
different words for example, ‘project’ and ‘protrude’ (and separating words with the same meaning will result in the
loss of partial information when text features are extracted.) while Word2vec sees both words as the same by
identifying the center word and context or surrounding words.
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In classifying news as false or true, the dataset is randomly split into training and testing set by using
sklearn.model selection package’s train-test-split method. 80 percent of the dataset was used for training and 20 percent
was used for testing. The feature sets which are now in vectors of real numbers, are passed through the machine
learning algorithm. The machine learning algorithms, K-Nearest Neighbors and Naïve Bayes are combined to classify
the text as false or true (Fig. 5). K-Nearest Neighbors is used first to calculate Euclidean distance then, Naïve Bayes is
used to calculating the class of the query.

Fig.3. The Methodology

Fig.4. The process of pre-processing textual data
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Fig.5. K-Nearest Neighbors Bayesian Classification Model

For evaluating the proposed model on textual data, five metrices were used which are, Accuracy measures,
Precision, Recall, F1-Score, Area Under the Curve- Receiver Operator Characteristics (AUC-ROC Curve). These
metrics are described below.


Accuracy: It is a measure of the correct number of predictions to the total number of predictions in the data. So
the higher the accuracy of the false news detection, the better.

True Positive (TP): True Positive represents the value of correct predictions of positives out of actual positive
cases.
False Positive (FP): False positive represents the value of incorrect positive predictions.
True Negative (TN): True negative represents the value of correct predictions of negatives out of actual negative
cases.
False Negative (FN): False negative represents the value of incorrect negative predictions.
Accuracy =


Correct Predictions
Total Predictions

=

TP+TN
TP+FN+TN+FP

(1)

Confusion Matrix – Precision, Recall, F1-Measure Scores: A confusion matrix is a performance measurement
table having four compartments of predicted and actual values of a classifier model. It displays the number of
correct and incorrect predictions gotten by the model (Fig. 6).

The precision score is a measure of the truly predicted number of positive classes that is, how many of the classes
are actually positive.
Precision score =

𝑇𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃

(2)

Recall score is the measure of all the truly predicted positive classes by the model. It is also known as True
Positive Rate.
Recall score =

𝑇𝑃
𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃

(3)

F1 score combines the precision score and recall score and takes their harmonic mean. The harmonic mean is the
measure for ratios and rates.
F1 score =


2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

(4)

Area under the Curve-Receiver Operator Characteristics (AUC-ROC Curve): AUC is the degree or
measurement of separability. As AUC increases in value for a classifier, the better it is (it gives the classifier
ability to distinguish the positive class from the negative class). ROC is the probability curve that determines
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the appropriate threshold for models. ROC plots the True Positive Rate (TPR) against False Positive Rate
(FPR). The AUC-ROC curve measures the performance of classification problems at different thresholds. The
higher TPR and the lower FPR for each threshold, the better. This indicates that the model or models which
have curves that are more to the top-left side are better. As the curve moves more to the top-left side, the area
of the curve increases, and hence the ROC score increases. Fig. 7 shows the AUC-ROC curve.

Fig.6. Confusion Matrix

Fig.7. AUC-ROC Curve Showing K-Nearest Neighbors and K-Nearest Neighbors Bayesian

4. Result Analysis and Discussion
In this section, the results were discussed. Fig. 8 shows the exploratory data analysis and this reveals that the final
dataset samples used contains an approximately equal portion of both true and false news. Table 1 shows the screenshot
of the preprocessed stages in this study.
The result of the whole process is presented in Table 2 and Fig. 9. It has been previously established that KNearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm does better with finding similarities between observations therefore, the
comparison made are between our proposed model, K-nearest neighbor Bayesian model built using TF-IDF with
Word2Vec and K-nearest neighbor model built using TF-IDF with Word2Vec. Our proposed methodology performed
better in terms of precision, recall, accuracy and f1-score. We obtained approximately 83% accuracy using KNN
Bayasian when classifying false news to real news which is better than the 76% accuracy acquired by KNN. The recall,
precision, f1-score values are 74%, 90%, 82% respectively for KNN Bayesian and, 63%, 86% and 73% for KNN.
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Fig.8. A Bar Chart showing the nearly Balanced Distribution of False and True Classes
Table 1. Preprocessing Stages of the Dataset Sample

Table 2. Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1 score for KNN and KNN Bayesian
Precision

Recall

Accuracy

F1

KNN

0.860811

0.633831

0.760914

0.730086

KNN_NB

0.902292

0.744279

0.828426

0.815703

From the confusion matrices in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the KNN model classified correctly 637 news out of the actual
number of True Positives (TP) and our KNN Bayesian model increased the number by 111 to make 748 news classified
correctly. 862 were correctly classified out of the actual number of True Negatives (TN) in the sample for KNN model
and an increase occurred in our model giving rise to 884 news classified correctly out of the actual number of True
Negatives (TN).
The incorrect positives and negatives for KNN model are 103 and 368 respectively and that of our KNN Bayesian
model reduced to 81 and 257 respectively. These accurately show that our model is better than the KNN model.
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Fig.9. A Chart Showing the Percent of Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1 score for KNN and KNN Bayesian

The ROC curve in Fig. 7 was able to distinguish between the two models. The AUC for KNN and KNN Bayesian
are 0.86 and 0.91 respectively. The value of AUC closer to 1 in a model says that such model has a good measure of
separability. It was observed that KNN Bayesian is closer to the upper left corner and this reveals that it is more
efficient in the test being performed.

Fig.10. Confusion Matrix for K-Nearest Neighbors Model

Fig.11. Confusion Matrix for K-Nearest Neighbors Bayesian Model
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5. Related Work
In [17], there was a study on the impact of the size of n-grams such as uni-gram, bi-gram, tri-gram, four-gram. This
was done on two different feature extraction methods TF-IDF and TF and varied the size of n-gram. Online fake news
was detected using six different machine learning algorithms and the Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) classifier
gave the highest accuracy.
[18] also conducted two experiments in detecting opinion spam and fake news: two existing dataset samples were
used in the first experiment and achieved slightly high accuracy. In the second experiment, a new dataset was collected
and used and this achieved higher accuracy than the initial. Six different single classifiers were investigated to predict
the class of the documents.
A fake news detection model that is implemented using a hybrid text classification technique of K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) and Random Forest (RF) was developed by [19]. Three processes of detecting fake news which are;
pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification were carried out. The results were compared with a single classifier,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and it was observed, the hybrid classification gave an increased accuracy of 8 percent
than the single classifier. No redundancy in the dataset used [19].
[20] carried out basic preprocessing steps and Word2Vec for extracting features in fake news detection. They
compared Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) with three other algorithms but it had the highest accuracy.
In [14}, text features based on fake news detection were developed. Feature extraction was done using a hybrid
CNN-LSTM model as a combination of a convolution layer. Two dataset samples, Liar and News articles were acquired
and in the Liar dataset, Convolutional Neural Networks-Long Stort-Term Machines (CNN-LSTM) outperformed SVM
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) with an accuracy of 62.34%. in the News articles dataset, CNN-LSTM also
had the highest accuracy of 72.50%.
Six groups of features including unigram Term Frequency (TF), Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF), bigrams, trigrams, quadgrams, and gloVe word embeddings were applied together with Naïve Bayes (NB),
Random Forest (RF), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) classifiers by Bharadwaj & Shao. Fake news detection
using the RNN classifier having glove features performed more than all NB, RF together with TF, TF-IDF, and
quadgrams only [21].
[22] implemented a fake news classifier using LSVM Classifier built on traditional text feature representation
technique TD-IDF of Ahmed et al. [17], against an LSVM classifier built ‘word2vec’ word embedding and ‘Universal
Sentence Encoder’ sentence embedding text feature representation technique. LSVM classifier built on TF-IDF gave a
higher accuracy as the latter was not successful totally. Since reliable news is written with the neural sentiment, Sriram
decided to add an experiment to decide whether the negative sentiment was in any way attached to fake news. Afinn,
Text Blob and Vader were the sentiment lexicons used to classify the news as positive, negative, and neutral using the
Kaggle news dataset. Reliable articles had a higher number of positive sentiments and in fake articles, Afinn gave the
highest number of negative sentiments.
[23] developed a fake news detection on social media model having two different steps. The first step consists of
preprocessing and feature extraction of the dataset. Term Frequency (TF) alongside Document-Term Matrix (DTM)
was used in the feature extraction stage. DTM according to the weights of the words was formed. In the second step,
twenty-three different single supervised artificial intelligence algorithms were used.
Four steps were involved in detecting fake news in [24]. Firstly, calculation of the similarities between features and
secondly, division of the features into clusters with the help of K-means. Thirdly, selection of the final feature sets using
Fisher Score (FS). Fourthly, the SVM method was used for classification based on the final feature set. Three different
dataset samples were used and evaluation was carried out by comparing the SVM classifier with two other classifiers,
NB and Decision Tree (DT) with SVM having the highest accuracy.
In this work, the advantage of two different textual feature extraction methods and also, two different machine
learning algorithms were combined for text classification. In the above methods, single feature extraction method was
used, no available system has been developed as at the time of this research to extract textual features combining the
two methods. This model creates an effective detection of false news using combined textual feature extraction methods
and machine learning algorithms.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations
In recent years, it has become difficult to access news without an element of false news. Some false news detection
model has been developed in times past using TF or TF-IDF or Word2Vec and others to extract features. The proposed
model is aimed at improving model performance to classify text features and to detect false news using K-nearest
Neighbor (KNN) Bayesian algorithm. This is achieved by sourcing for news dataset online at zenodo.org and the
useable dataset is preprocessed. The preprocessed texts were passed through the feature extraction stage that was used
for false news detection. The feature extraction stage consists of both TF-IDF and Word2Vec combined. In this stage,
the texts are changed to vectors before they can be passed to the classification algorithm. Then, comparison is made
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between KNN and KNN Bayesian to classify the text as true and false. The model developed was trained with a percent
of the labeled texts and tested with the remaining percent.
From this research, KNN Bayesian model has been validated using accuracy, recall, precision, F-measure values,
and AUC-ROC curve. High percent of KNN Bayesian model showed that it performed better than KNN in terms of
accuracy, recall, precision, F-measure values, and AUC-ROC curve. We suggest that the dataset samples collected, be
accessed and run to further train and test the system. Also, the proposed methodology in this study should be considered
for fake news contents from videos.
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